
Manufacturer  
Partnership



 

Connecting  
manufacturers  
to BIM 

Find out why over 280 leading MEP manufacturers are using our services 

• Generate more sales for your  
manufactured products by  
introducing them as BIM  
objects early in the design phase

• Create a pathway straight from 
your product catalogue into 
MEP designs

• Rely on an experienced partner 
to help you bring your BIM 
strategy to life

•  Over 35 years of experience developing solutions  
    for the building industry

* Product modeling
* Database integrations
* Tailored software solutions
* Consultancy on BIM strategy
* MagiCAD Cloud selection tools
* Plugins
* Configuration tools

•  Provider of World’s largest online BIM object library  
   for MEP: magicad.com/en/cloud

* Home to 1,000,000+ data-rich 3D product models 
for MEP from 280+ manufacturers

MagiCAD – the best global BIM partner for MEP manufac-
turers:
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We meet the specific 
needs of world-leading 
MEP manufacturers

BIM object modeling  
and publishing 
 
We create digital twins of your 
real products for use in Revit and 
AutoCAD. The BIM objects are then 
published on MagiCAD software 
and cloud reaching MEP designers 
in over 180 countries.

Incorporating all the technical  
information designers need,  
MagiCAD Cloud makes it possible 
for MEP designers to run analysis, 
make calculations and create 
purchase lists.

Check our website to learn more

Software solutions

Our seasoned engineers can 
build customized software 
solutions based on your unique 
needs.

The best results are achieved 
by using our MagiCore platform 
as the base for your software 
solution.

Product Data Solutions 

Faster, easier, and more intuitive 
product selection and  
configuration tools

Over 30 specialized plugins and 
selection tools that offer your 
products an easy access to the 
leading BIM platforms. Enable 
MEP designers to select the 
correct products for their BIM 
models.
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Collaborative
Marketing

MagiCAD is a world leader in BIM solutions for MEP. In addition to technical tools and services, our well-
recognized brand can leverage a trust-worthy image for your products. Joint marketing campaigns and 
promotion actions provide a collective strength in brand recognition, customer acquisition, and retention. 
MagiCAD offers different co-marketing opportunities for our partner manufacturers, such as leaflets, 
videos, events, and keynote speaker opportunities. 
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We make your
product promotion 
simple and easy

As your global BIM partner we offer a number of different joint marketing possibilities to promote your 
products online and offline

We are now making it easier for you to tell about our cooperation and have prepared this information 
package with a list of different co-marketing possibilities and some examples of how we could evolve 
our cooperation. 

We also welcome your ideas and would be happy to contribute/participate in your events and speak 
about BIM and the benefits of designing with 3D products.
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Joint marketing
possibilities
1. Co-branded leaflets 

2. Co-branded white papers

3. Manufacturer case studies and interviews

4. Press releases

5. Statements, quotations and interview extracts 

6. Fairs and events

7. Showcase your selection tools and plugins on our web page

8. Manufacturer website promotion

9. MagiCAD newsletters

10. MagiCAD social media promotion

11. MagiCAD blog portal

12. Speaker opportunities and joint events
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1. Co-branded
leaflets
We have had great success with Manufacturer - MagiCAD Cloud branded leaflets. We have made joint  
marketing leaflets together with our customers and the leaflets consist of two parts. The upper part is a  
manufacturer specific area for you to promote your company and products and in the bottom we have a  
promotion of MagiCAD Cloud.

The leaflets have the option of two sided printing where one side is in English and the other one in the  
customer’s own language, for example English and German.

For more information please contact your sales representative.
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2. Co-branded  
white papers 
We provide our key customers the possibility to make co-branded versions of our white papers. We let readers 
know that the white paper was made in partnership with the manufacturer, add their logo and a short introduction 
with contact information. Manufacturers can utilize them to share interesting industry insight and distribute the 
co-branded BIM white paper to their customers.

See some examples below. For more information and orders, please contact our marketing  
(mktg@magicad.com).
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3. Manufacturer
case studies and
interviews
Among our regular manufacturer and product promotion, we also offer the possibility to publish case studies,  
BIM stories, reference cases and interviews with manufacturers.

Read manufacturer interviews and case stories on our website.
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4. Press releases
For key customers and for bigger partnerships it is possible to write and distribute a press release about the  
partnership, the new manufacturer’s extensive product range, selection tools, plugins or other services. 

Press releases by MagiCAD or joint partnership press releases are agreed to in a case by case basis. If you are  
interested, please contact your sales representative for more information.

We also encourage you, as a manufacturer, to take an active role in promoting our partnership and your 
product library on MagiCAD Cloud and MagiCAD; to publish your own press release; boost our partnership 
in your social media channels; re-share our postings; promote your direct product link and/or branded 
pages to enhance your product visibility. 
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5. Statements,  
quotations and  
interview extracts
As your global BIM partner we are eager to make your product promotion easy, simple and diverse. Thus 
we utilize our joint content, such as press releases, interviews and case stories, and extract manufacturer 
statements, quotations and smaller bits of engaging content to attract customers. The extracts are visualized 
and published on our blog news-feed, social media and newsletters. 

Follow us on social media and subscribe to our newsletters to see different promotion possibilities. As an 
innovative company we also encourage our customers to be creative and welcome their ideas too.

Do you have a good idea or maybe something crazy to differentiate yourself from the competitors? Feel free 
to contact our marketing team.

Grohe:  
Having our products available 
as BIM objects provides us with  
a channel into closer  
cooperation with designers

“
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6. Fairs and events 
MagiCAD Cloud includes over 1,000,000 verified BIM objects from over 280 MEP manufacturers. Your products are 
available in the Cloud as data-rich BIM objects with accurate dimensions and comprehensive technical data for full 
BIM implementation.

1,000,000  
BIM objects

 

280 
Manufacturers

30 
Selection tool plugins

100,000 
Downloadable products

 
In addition to being a powerful technical tool, MagiCAD Cloud is also great for online product promotion. Your customers 
can easily browse products, look at 3D previews and check technical information. During fairs and exhibitions, you can 
have a demo station, a computer or a tablet showing your catalogue in MagiCAD Cloud and enhance the visibility of 
your products.

We would be happy to provide marketing materials such as stickers, posters, brochures, etc. If you would like integrate 
“BIM ready with MagiCAD logos” in your stand design, adjust marketing material according to your brand image or have 
any questions, please contact our marketing team.

Below are some examples of how BIM models could be promoted at the next event.

    
BIM ready with 

m
agiclo ud.com

ö

    

  

 

m agica d.co m

BIM
ready with
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7. Showcase your
selection tools and 
plugins on our 
web page
Our key customers have the possibility to showcase their selection tools and plugins on our webpage where 
we offer a tool introduction, visualization, instructions how to set it up and start using it, customer quotation or 
statement, and a demo video showcasing the tool and its functionality.

Check out our selection tool page on magicad.com.
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8. Manufacturer
website promotion
As your global BIM consultant we also encourage you, as a manufacturer, to take an active role  
in promoting our partnership and your product library on MagiCAD Cloud and MagiCAD: 

• to publish news on your website
• to boost our partnership in your social media channels, re-share our postings
• to place a banner with a direct MagiCAD Cloud product link on your website 
• to inform your customers about the great possibility to download your product models  

free of charge.

Click the images below and see how other manufacturers are promoting their products and  
our partnership on their websites:

 

Systemair: 

Lindab:
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Trox:

Veab:

Camfil:

TTM:

Giacomini:
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9. MagiCAD
newsletters
As a global BIM player and industry thought leader MagiCAD sends regular newsletters to desigers, engineers and BIM 
managers.  
 
In the newsletters MagiCAD Introduces latest software updates, webinars, new manufacturers joining MagiCAD Cloud 
and MagiCAD,  and latest industry trends and design tools.

In addition, MagiCAD sends newsletters dedicated to manufacturers introducing new manufacturers joining MagiCAD 
Cloud and MagiCAD, new and updated product libraries, RFA and DXF activations, plugins and selection tools, 
manufacturer case stories and interviews, and latest industry trends and events.
 
Subscribe to MagiCAD newsletters and stay tuned. 

If you would like to tell your BIM story or contribute to our newsletter otherwise, please contact our marketing. 
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10. MagiCAD social  
media promotion
 

In addition to electronic newsletters, MagiCAD is very active on social media introducing new partnerships, manufacturer 
libraries, benefits of designing with 3D objects, tips and tricks to improve productivity, BIM stories, manufacturer interviews 
and industry trends.
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11. MagiCAD  
blog portal
As an industry thought leader MagiCAD regularly publishes interesting content on the MagiCAD News portal. Blog 
posts feature a variety of BIM and MEP related news, latest mechanical, electrical, plumbing and construction trends, 
tips and tricks, case studies, interviews with designers and manufacturers, new manufacturers joining MagiCAD Cloud 
and MagiCAD, new and updated product libraries, plugins and selection tools, new software features, productivity tips 
and industry events.

Check out our blog portal on our website.

To see manufacturer specific news, choose the category Manufacturer News
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12. Speaker 
opportunities 
and joint events
We would be happy to participate in manufacturer events and introduce our productivity tools, plugins, selection tools 
and the benefits of designing with manufacturer verified 3D product models. MagiCAD group also organizes several 
annual events where manufacturers have an opportunity to network, as well as learn more about BIM and the MEP 
industry. Check out our annual Shaping your BIM Strategy event.

For more information please contact your sales representative. 
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Ready-to-use  
material
As your global BIM partner we not only offer a number of different co-marketing possibilities to promote your 
products, but also make it easier for you to tell about our cooperation with ready-to-use material:

A. Ready-to-use text  

B. Direct link to your product page

C. Branded pages

D. Analytics tool

E. Logos and stamps
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A.Ready-to-use text 
Please find below a ready-to-use text for your website, social media, newsletters, press releases, etc.  
Feel free to add your own text and communicate benefits to your customers. 
 
--- 

“Access our products in 3D

Now you can access our products’  BIM models on MagiCAD software and MagiCAD Cloud.  MagiCAD Cloud 
is Europe’s largest BIM Library for MEP Designers with over 1 million intelligent 3D product models from 280+ 
leading industry manufacturers. These high-quality 3D models have full technical and geometrical data and 
can be dropped directly into MEP projects, saving MEP designers time and headaches.

MagiCAD Cloud fully supports Revit and AutoCAD, enabling designers, contractors, and engineers to 
download models directly in Revit and AutoCAD formats. Thus MEP designers have the advantage of 
browsing our products on MagiCAD Cloud already in the planning stage and can prepare realist HVAC plans.

The images below feature one of our [enter your product name], its dimensions and [pressure curve] 
available on 
MagiCAD Cloud and MagiCAD software. [Insert your images and charts].

Check and download our BIM objects [Insert your direct product link] on MagiCAD cloud free of charge!” 
 
---
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Below are examples of manufacturer links:
 
https://www.magicad.cloud.com/products/#/manufacturer/Frico

https://www.magicad.cloud.com/products/#/manufacturer/Sentakia

B. Direct link to 
your product page
 

Use the opportunity to share a direct link to your product page on MagiCAD Cloud. You can find the direct 
link  to your product library by logging in the Hub.  You need a MagiCAD Cloud login to access the Hub. 
Creating a MagiCAD Cloud account is free and quick. If you have trouble accessing the Hub, please contact 
your sales representative.

For example, you can use the following stamp and link directly to your product page on MagiCAD Cloud.
    

  

 

m agica d.co m

O
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prod cts available in
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m agica d.co m

BIM
ready with
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C. Branded pages 
MagiCAD also offers branded pages with manufacturer’s sub-domain (BRAND.magicad.cloud). At this site, 
only specific manufacturers products are shown and can be searched. In other words, branded pages only 
open your product selections and provide exclusivity among competitors. 

Example of a branded page: danfoss.magicad.cloud

If you would like to order branded pages, please contact your sales representative.
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D. Analytics tool
Utilise the MagiCAD Analytics tool to find out the most and the least used products, product views and usage 
in different applications and different countries, product download and request information, and product 
selection in AutoCAD and Revit Projects. Multiple filter options, such as usage data over different time periods, 
applications, countries etc., will provide valuable insight for your sales and marketing strategies. For example, 
you can easily see your most and the least used products and shift your marketing efforts accordingly.

You can access the Analytics tool on the Hub. If you are interested in Analytics Premium, please contact 
your sales representative.
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E. Logos and stamps
When promoting our partnership and your product downloads on MagiCAD Cloud, you can add MagiCAD logos 
and stamps with “BIM ready with MagiCAD” into your materials. 

You can find and download logos and stamps in different colors and formats on our website. If you wish to have 
a customized version, for example to fit your stand design at an event, please contact our marketing.
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Drop us a note and we can get your BIM strategy underway: sales@magicad.cloud 

CONTACT 
Tel. + 358 2 8387 6000 
sales@magicad.cloud  
www.magicad.com/en/ 
services-for-manufacturers/ 

ABOUT MAGICAD GROUP 
| We specialise in software 

and services for the building industry. Our popular Building 
Information Modelling (BIM) software, MagiCAD, offers  
powerful Mechanical, Electrical and Piping design functions 
and integrated engineering calculations for Revit and AutoCAD. 
It is used by thousands of companies  from more than 80 
countries around the world. In addition, our online BIM object 
library enables access to over 1,000,000 manufacturer-
verified products from 280 globally renowned manufacturers. 
Each object is complete with accurate dimensions and 
comprehensive technical data. 

With more than 35 years of experience in the industry, our team 
of passionate software professionals continues to provide our 
customers with intelligent solutions that make daily engineering 
and design easier, faster and more profitable.  MagiCAD Group 
is a Glodon Group company.


